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Introduction
The most prestigious holiday homes project in Romania, Valley21 
is a development in an unique place in Europe. It is a public 
private Joint Venture by people who share the same vision: 
a group of Dutch investors and the local authorities in 
Vama Buzaului who turn the valley into a premium eco 
touristic destination.

In the first phase, a condominium of 68 luxury 
holiday houses will be built on a generous area of 
68 hectares, together with a hospitality center, which 
will coordinate all the facilities of the area. In the 
second phase, a wellness hotel is planned to complete the 
project. When Valley21 condominium will be accomplished, 
Vama Buzaului will be a well-known destination in Europe  
for eco tourism. Valley21, the business card of Vama Buzaului, 
will help developing the area into a  low-density  high-quality 
eco-touristic area that truly represents the future.
Together with the municipality, the developer will brand the 
location, which fulfills all the criteria of an ideal investment 
destination, from economical, ecological and governance point of 
view. 

The 68 houses are designed by an international team of architects 
from Italy, Holland and Romania to meet the highest international 
standards. All villas offer spectacular views that make you feel 
on the top of the world. They have solar energy that will produce 
electricity, water heating and springs that provide the water. 

© Giulia Valentini
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Triple glass walls, green roof oxygen production, luxurious 
thermal fireplaces, natural river stones, all these details lead to 
an almost zero energy house.  

Not only the perimeter of the complex is secure, but also your 
investment. The Buyer has the guarantee that in the future the 
value of the project will not decrease. Transylvania is a famous 
holiday destination in Europe, and in this region, the entire county 
of Brasov will develop strongly in the coming years. The planned 
airport in Brasov will attract not only a growing number of foreign 
tourists, but also a growing number of foreign 
investors. Either for spending lovely holidays or 
for renting the house when it is not used, a 
villa in Valley21 is a good investment for your 
future. 

Valley21 is a place that you don’t find 
in Europe anymore. It’s a place where 
you are able to see bears, wolves and other 
w i l d l i f e animals. It’s a place where 
you are able to see traditions untouched 
by the hectic world and where 
you can easily recharge with energy. 
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Valley21 is the symbolic connection between the frantic 
21st century life and the essence of life in a pastoral 
community rooted in pristine undisturbed
nature. One can dine international cuisine in Brașov 
and be amongst the wolves a while later.
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Being part of a delicate community that survived 
centuries of change; that has preserved values that 
have become extinct elsewhere, through the community 
of Vama Buzăului.

Vama 
Buzăului
your new 
community

© Bogdan Bobocea
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The collaboration between the developer 
Dalghias Development and the Municipality 
of Vama Buzăului is unique.

It is based on a public - private joint venture 
agreement.

Valley 21 is from that perspective a strategic 
project, to develop Vama Buzăului as a well 
known, premium eco-touristic location that 
promotes low volume, high quality tourism. 
The plan is about marketing of the location, 
it is about ensuring that people will actually 
gain from the development through higher 
prosperity and grass roots empowerment.

Reversely, you, as a buyer, are secured of 
future governance over the development 
of the municipality of Vama Buzăului. This 
warrants that unwanted mass tourism and 
other damage to the environment and social-
cultural-traditional aspects will not abase 
your investment.

The local people will welcome you to be part 
of your new community, Vama Buzăului.

© Giulia Valentini
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PHASE 3
meadowland area
land surface: 7,98 Ha
23 Houses

3rd entrance

PHASE 3 - 2nd common parking place

PHASE 1 - sport fields - land surface: 0,35 Ha

Dalghias river

Bio-pools

Open Air Theater

Hospitality Park

PHASE 2 - 2nd forest area
land surface: 9,77 Ha
25 Houses

Masterplan
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Hospitality 
Center

entrance

E c o - r e s o r t 
Valley21
Masterplan
Valley21 is designed to meet the highest 
international standards, being the first 
truly certified ecology friendly second 
home complex in Romania, with a unique 
condominium concept.
The design strategy for the masterplan 
was to follow what is already there, a 
landscape formed by the symbiosis of 
mankind and nature. The natural elements 
generate the shape of the development, 
including directions and orientations to the 
focal points as the Hospitality Center. The 
forests define 3 open meadowland areas, 
each one with its view and its privacy. This 
gave the intuition to split the realization in 3 
independent phases. 
The development is growing organically 
like a plant, where the main trunk is a white 
access road, and the main clusters of the 
houses are connected to the main roads like 
green leaves.
The idea of the clusters is to define a 
community group at intermediate level 
between the single unit/family and the entire 
Valley.
The cluster is also an ecological strategy 
in order to guarantee open green corridors 
inside the development and this solution 
reduces the infrastructure needs and so the 
impact on the landscape.
The space will always be open, views are 
guaranteed. The perimeter is secure. Each 
house will have up to 1000sqm of “private 
space’’.

PHASE 1 - 1st meadowland area
land surface: 14,27 Ha
20 Houses

Masterplan
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Bio-Pools

Open Air Theater

PHASE 1
1st meadowland area

TERRA
house

SOLIS
house

PHASE 2
2nd meadowland area

PHASE 3
3rd meadowland area

Dalghias River

Masterplan
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HOSPITALITY CENTER

pergolas

Open Air Theater

PHASE 1
1st meadowland area

TERRA
house

Masterplan
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HC - SECOND FEEDBACK - VILLAGE VERSION - CONCEPT

ENTRANCE & ACCESSES
The circle of  buildings along the same 
elevation of  terrain invites naturally the 
people to enter, minimizing to zero the 
slope of  the pedestrian path.

WATER & VIEW CUT
The walls create a cut that devides the water flows 

in different sides, to run to the river, following the 
slope of  the terrain.

The open space in circle creates a common areas 
with views on the river.

MAX SOLAR 
CAPTATION
Defining the main fasade to 
the south will be optimize the 
solar and view relation. The 
space between the buildings  
become naturally the favorite 
areas to extend the terraces 
autoside, enjoying the view 
and the sunlight. These areas 
can be covered merging in the 
end the buildings as one.

OPEN RIVER VIEW

OPEN RIVER VIEW

OPEN SPACE

by arch.Luca Fornaroli and ing.Giulia Valentini | 58 of  66 | 420X297mm A3 | 9 September 2015 8:51 PM

Building 
the Future

Hospitality Center

The Hospitality Center is a community 
place, where the values of Valley21 
are shared and the individual needs 
meet the shared services.

The Hospitality Center will 
include wooden terraces, 
pergolas and pools to 
enjoy the landscape.

HOSPITALITY CENTER | terrace
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The Hospitality Center will offer:
• Info center and condominium management
• Security services
• House rental services
• Indoor and outdoor cafe / lounge bar with terraces along the 

river
• Biological Local products shop
• Open air theater for community events and concerts performed 

directly in the nature;
• Swimming biopools during the warm season;
• Sport equipment rental ;
• Outdoor sport fields. 
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View of the coffee/bar 
area from the entrance: 
a shared multifunctional 
open space where you 
can sit and take a rest, 
enjoy the moment.
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TERRACE

TERRACE

The Hospitality Center will be 
developed in steps because we 
want to offer all the services, 
starting with the first 20 houses.
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YEARLY ENERGY CONSUMPTION
SPECIFIC YEARLY ENERGY 

CONSUMPTION

A
B

C
D

E
F

G

125 kWh/m2y

SOLIS HOUSE   70,8 kWh/m2y

201 kWh/m2y

291 kWh/m2y

408 kWh/m2y

566 kWh/m2y

820 kWh/m2y

ARTIFICIAL 
LIGHTINING
0,0 kWh/m2y

PHOTOVOLTAIC
+

BATTERIES

THERMAL
FIREPLACE

SOLAR
THERMAL
PANELS

TRIPLE GLASSES

GREEN TERRACE

LED LIGHTS

VENTILATED SKIN

THERMAL INSULATION

HOT
WATER

9,7 kWh/m2y

+ +
HEATING

61,1 kWh/m2y

A
energy class
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Green Homes & 
Mortgages
a toolkit for residential 
investors and developers

Paying Less for More!

 superior Building Quality
 reduced Mortgage default risk
 lower energy and repair Costs for Homeowners
 Better Health for families 
 Greater environmental responsability for our planet

WWW.ROGBC.ORG

With Valley21 we set the highest ambitions 
regarding sustainability and energy 
consumption.

It is a self-sufficient off-grid development, 
respecting the landscape and the environment, 
using basically renewable resources.

To respond effectively to energy sustainability 
goals we used several strategies, like a 
careful design with bioclimatic conditions, 
which exploits the winter solar heat gain and 
protects from the summer sunlight, by:

• calibration of the glazed and opaque 
surfaces

• use of green surfaces
• double ventilated skins
• Thermal insulation, avoiding thermal 

bridges
• energy production from photovoltaic and 

solar heating sources, including storage 
systems.

Our challenge was to build something that will 
be appreciated for a long time.

The foundation of our design is represented 
by the rural passive solutions of the traditional 
buildings, as the fitting of the house in the 
landscape, partially underground.

On top of this foundation we added the 
functionalities and qualities highly appreciated 
today and in the future, like inside-outside 
experience, with marvellous panorama views.

MINIMIZATION ENERGY 
DEMAND FEATURES

YEARLY 
CONSUMPTIONS 
FROM RENEWABLE 
RESOURCES

22,7 kWh/m2y

OPTIONAL CUSTOM FEATURES

• mechanical ventilation with heat 
recovery

• extra superior insulation
• extra green energy production
• external windows shaders

CERTIFICATION BENEFITS

• Superior Building Quality
• Reduced Mortgage Default Risk
• Lower Energy Consumptions
• Repair Costs for Homeowners
• Better Health for Families
• Greater Enviromental Responsability

certified by

© Glenn Siegers
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Terra house is one of the two typologies of villa we designed for Valley 21. The house is partially built in the 
ground, thus obtaining a natural protection for extreme temperatures, as a sustainable thermal strategy.
The green terrace on the roof adds up to this strategy and provides full integration of the building within the 
natural environment of the valley.
Terra house, even if partially in the ground, is designed in order to get all the natural daylight and the best 
landscape view in the interior ambients of the house.

TERRA HOUSE
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TERRA 2
204 sqm Total Gross Area
102 sqm Living Space 
Terraces 75 sqm
Living + Kitchen
2 Bedrooms
2 Bathrooms 

TERRA 1
190 sqm Total Gross Area 
93 sqm Living Space 
Terraces 72 sqm
Living + Kitchen
2 Bedrooms
2 Bathrooms 

TERRA 3
248 sqm Total Gross Area 
129 sqm Living Space 
Terraces 81 sqm
Living + Kitchen
3 Bedrooms
3 Bathrooms
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TERRA HOUSE 1 floorplan

private 
bathroom

5,07m2

common 
bathroom

5,07m2
storage
8,15m2kitchen

windfang
2,29m2

windfang
2,29m2

bedroom 1
16,19m2 

bedroom 2
10,21m2 

covered outdoor area
26,70m2

living
room

44,63m2

living
room

44,60m2
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TERRA HOUSE 2 floorplan

bedroom 1
13,86m2

bathroom 1
4,93m2

storage
8,55m2kitchen

windfang
2,29m2

bedroom 2
16,19m2 

bathroom 2
7,53m2 

including spce for an 
optional sauna

covered outdoor area
29,78m2

living
room

44,60m2
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toilette
3,78m2

or optional sauna
bedroom 3

12,56m2

private 
bathroom

4,81m2

storage
9,72m2kitchen

windfang
2,52m2 bathroom

4,81m2

bedroom2
17,81m2

covered outdoor area
39,90m2

bedroom 1
15,28m2

living
room

50,83m2

TERRA HOUSE 3  floorplan
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Each cluster is a group of units with the same 
access road and with common shared areas like: 
pergolas for external leisure activities, BBQ, private 
parking places, solar energy production, ensuring 
privacy and freedom.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

SOLIS
HOUSE

TERRA
HOUSE

Masterplan
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SOLIS  house is the second typology of villas we offer.

The design of this villa is a contemporary reinterpretation of the traditional houses 
built in the past. The green terrace on the underground floor of the building 
provides full integration of the villa into the natural environment of the valley.
The upper volume looks like a telescope that redeems the beauty of the 
environment, the tradition co-existing with a pronounced feeling of the modern life 
emphasized from the inside by large glass openings.

The villa has clearly separated day and night areas, with three bedrooms and 
bathrooms underground.

Our Solis House has been officially awarded with the “Green Homes”certification 
by the Romanian Green Building Council.

SOLIS HOUSE
certified

L VERSION
217 sqm Total Gross Area
115 sqm Living Space
Terraces 70 sqm 
Living + Kitchen
3 Bedrooms
3 Bathrooms

XL VERSION
279 sqm Total Gross Area
153 sqm Living Space
Terraces 111 sqm 
Living + Kitchen
3 Bedrooms
3 Bathrooms

© Glenn Siegers
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© Glenn Siegers
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first floor

underground floor

storage
3,84m2

technical room
7,68m2

uncovered terraces
42,35m2

bathroom 3
2,85m2

windfang
4,86m2

bedroom 2
14,77m2

bedroom 3
14,42m2

bathroom 1 
2,85m2

storage
2,26m2

or optional sauna

bedroom 1
11,27m2

bathroom 2
4,04m2

covered terraces
28,17m2

living  and
dining room

33,89m2
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© Luca Fornaroli
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CUSTOMIZATION & EXTRAS
A wide range of  details can be custom-made, according to the preferences of the future owners. Customization regarding 
orientation of the house, interior distribution, interior/exterior coatings and extra features, like a private wellness facility.

We want all our clients to be truly satisfied with their property, so we are able to offer a variety of tailor-made details outside 
and inside the house.

Luxury is also about offering options to your customers.
Our team is at your disposal.

All the possible customization needs to be agreed and 
integrated, including the price variation, in the final contract.
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sales@valley21.ro
N°7 Traian Grozăvescu, Brașov, Romania

+40 723 152 950

for more information please contact our
OFFICIAL REAL ESTATE PARTNER

© Luca Fornaroli
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www.valley21.ro


